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Emergent Paradigms of Montreal’s Ideational
Landscape of Identity
Tensions between Local and Global in Contemporary Architectural Practice
Alena Prochazka is associate professor in the
Department of Urban Studies and Tourism at the
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Université du Québec à Montréal and lecturer in
the School of Architecture at the Université de
Montréal.
This work was presented at a public lecture
during a ceremony at the annual conference
of the Society for the Study of Architecture in
Canada where Ms. Prochazka was awarded the
Phyllis Lambert Prize 2009 by UQAM’s Institut
du patrimoine for submitting the best doctoral
dissertation on the subject of architecture and
architectural history in Canada, based on the
assessment of an independent jury.

T

his doctoral research, titled Le projet
urbain vu comme un catalyseur identitaire : analyse de contributions récentes
à la montréalité (1992-2003) [The Urban
Project as Identity Catalyst: Analysis of
Recent Mutations of the “Montrealness”
of Montreal, 1992-2003], deals with the
tensions between innovation and continuity in the design of the built form.
I examined the process through which
the idea of Montreal’s personality, in
terms of its unique urban landscape, is
constantly updated through innovative
interpretations of referents in architects’
and urban designers’ recent projects.
How do these professionals take part in
creating the imagery of urban identity
while at the same time contributing to
the affirmation of and mutations to the
“Montrealness of Montreal” (a concept
introduced in 1980 by architect and artist
Melvin Charney)?
Although much recent research has
looked at cultural representations as a
phenomenon that modulates the urban
form, 2 the role of “design process” as
an expression of critical thinking has
not received much attention. From that
perspective, urban identity arises from
discourses on the city and the representations that they generate. Thus, urban
identity is an idea—a cultural construct.

FIG. 1. Palais des congrès, Saia Barbarese Topouzanov architectes, 2003. | Guillaume St-Jean.
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It takes shape within a dialogical relationship between the built city and
another, imaginary, city, a city of representations. This ideational landscape
somehow modulates our reception and
experience of the physical landscape,
as well as the way we conceive it. The
imagery of urban identity is to be found
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FIG. 4. The rehabilitation project of the Quartier international de Montréal,
study for three dimensional connectivity between the underground and
the street level, sketch, 1999. | Daoust Lestage Architecture and Urban Design archives.
Drawing Pierre Leclerc.

FIG. 5. Project of the Caisse de dépôt complex, study drawing, 1999. | Daoust Lestage
FIG. 2. The synchronic and the diachronic dimensions of the city’s image.

FEATURES OF A MUTANT MONTREALNESS
1) Contemporary crowning and roof tops
beyond Victorian-style cornices and turrets
2) Access to the “great outdoors”
beyond Montreal’s twisted staircases
3) Three-dimensional urban contingency
beyond the underground city
4) Montrealizing architectonic materiality: new features
beyond Montreal’s greystone
FIG. 3. Features of Montreal’s new paradigm
of urban identity.

Architecture and Urban Design archives.

at the heart of this ideational landscape.
It is an idea shared and passed on. As an
integral part of this phenomenon, I have
particularly looked into the “identitary
investment” that architects and designers
make during the design process.
In my research, I propose to explore two
dimensions of urban identity (fig. 2). It is
through these dimensions that the dialogue between the city and its imagery
takes place.
In the synchronic dimension, the spatialized imagery of urban identity may be
recognized or “read” as an accumulation
and repetition of urban identity features.
A sort of serial effect may result in recognition of a narrative proper to a specific
identity.

FIG. 6. In the project of the Caisse de dépôt
complex, the building bridges over
a restored street. | Daoust Lestage Architecture
and Urban Design archives. IIllustration by N.O.M.A.D.E.
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In the diachronic dimension, identity is
built up in successive moments through a
selective stratification of persistent ideational values and images, which are connected, from one temporal layer to the
next, by an ideational kinship.

Therefore, at a given time, urban identity is a portrait composed of:
•a

series of prototypical images transmitted from the past (for example,
in Montreal, various translations of
Victorian-style turrets and cornices or
of the famous twisting staircases);

• isolated

images of structures considered iconic (for example, for
Montreal, the image of Buckminster
Fuller’s Biosphere geodesic dome).

In the diachronic dimension, these
characteristics arise either episodically
(shown here in the form of isolated
disc s) or more or less permanently
(shown here in the form of discs linked
by several temporal layers). During this
selective stratification, new identitary
images may appear under conditions
that are the subject of my research.
In my review of dis cour s e s on the
specificit y of Montreal’s built landscape, I identified three streams. From
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these, I isolated three paradigms of
Montrealness —that is, three referential universes that have epitomized the
history of the idea of Montreal’s identity. The ensuing regulatory framework,
through building codes and master
plans, has implemented postures rooted
in these paradigms.
In the 19 6 0 s an d 1970 s , the para d i g m t h a t co u l d b e c a ll e d H e ro i c
Montrealness, which typified Mayor
Jean Drapeau’s tenure, stepped resolutely into the sphere of international
architectural culture. This paradigm, originating in the Progressive and Modern
movements, emphasized invention. The
inventive figures of this paradigm, still
in place today, are being transformed by
a globalized architectural culture sensitive to new challenges posed by environmental issues and urban growth.
The paradigm of Patrimonial Montreal
ness was born in the early 1970s with the
battles to save the city’s urban heritage.
This paradigm still inspires architects,
planners, and designers whose projects
emulate the local historical built form or
preserve elements of the past.
Following this rise of urban heritage
awareness, a third paradigm was born:
it could be dubbed Melvinian, in honour
of Melvin Charney, whose work actually
started the debate on the Montrealness
of Montreal. This typo-morphological
paradigm posits a universe of local references used in new construction that
respects the typo-morphological features of the existing urban fabric. In a
Corbozian sense (I refer here to Swiss
historian André Corboz, who taught at
the Université de Montréal from 1967 to
1980), this paradigm proposes to reveal
the memory of a place through reference to traces that emerge from previous strata of forms and uses.
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And beyond the recycling of Montrealness
embodied in these three paradigms—
which continue to be relevant—would my
research point to projects that in some
ways do not fit with established ideas
and images but signal the emergence of
a new paradigm of Montrealness?
To tackle this question, I set out to examine, through a sort of genetic analysis
of design thinking weighed against the
critical reception of the work of architects
and designers, how certain exemplary
projects alter and regenerate the ideational landscape of the city while, at the
same time, contributing to the continuity and character of an urban landscape
that provides Montreal with a unique and
constantly changing identity.
To do so, I analyzed a corpus that comprises thousands of images digitalized
from the archives of selected architects
and designers. For the most part, these
drawings, models, and other documents
developed during the design process had
never before been brought to light or
interpreted. Most of the original material
has since, unfortunately, disappeared.
As a case of integration into Old Montreal,
I analyzed two projects designed by
architect Dan Hanganu and his team: the
Complex Chaussegros-de-Léry (designed
in 1988-1991 and completed in 1991 and
1996) and the Pointe-à-Callière Museum
(designed in consortium with Provencher
Roy and Associates in 1990-1991 and completed in 1992). I also analyzed three
other projects to study an urban territory
that appears in search of a new vocation
and identity—the Quartier international
de Montréal. They are the rehabilitation
project of the sector designed by Daoust
Lestage, architects and urban designers,
in consortium with Provencher Roy and
Associates in 1999-2002 (completed in
2004) and the Caisse de dépôt complex

(designed by Daoust Lestage in 19992002 and completed in 2003) as well
as the expansion project of the Palais
des congrès de Montréal, designed in
1997-2002 (completed in 2003) by Saia
Barbarese Topuzanov in association with
Ædifica and the architect Hal Ingberg
as independent consultants, as well as
Claude Cormier, landscape designer.
These projects were chosen as case studies based on the critical reception of
their integration into the context and
the existing imagery of Montrealness.
Because they are recent, these examples
were likely to contain new characteristics
that could become accepted referents,
creating a momentum that may impel
mutations to the very idea of Montreal’s
urban identity.
My analysis revealed the emergence of a
hybrid paradigm that draws on options
from all three of the abovementioned
paradigms. In this paradigm—which I
propose to name critical contextualism—
referents that stem from the local context, subjected to critical recycling, are
combined with referents from global
architectural culture that incorporate
new approaches and technologies to
cope with current planetary urban and
environmental issues. Such critical recycling of referents as semantic, identitary
values is at the origin of the very process of
building and updating the urban identity.
The point of my research is that designers
encode these values even before they are
recognized by the observers and interpreters who subsequently consecrate, so
to speak, their significance.
The new imagery of urban identity for
which I have traced kinship connections
in the Montreal landscape makes its
appearance at the very fragile moment
the critical reception appropriates it—
although architects and designers, acting
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FIG. 11. Place Ville-Marie project, 1958-1965, I.M. Pei and
Ass., with Affleck, Desbarats, Dimakopoulos,
Lebensold, architects. | Photo Langford Studios / Pei
Cobb Freed & Partners Architects archives.

FIG. 7. The concept for the rehabilitation of
the Quartier international de Montréal:
a vertically integrated strata of urban
infrastructures. | Gauthier Daoust Lestage inc. and
Provencher Roy & Ass. architecture et design urbain, Le projet

du quartier international de Montréal, Volet aménagement,
Esquisse préliminaire, juin 1999. Illustration by N.O.M.A.D.E.

FIG. 9. The expansion of the Palais des congrès
de Montréal concept of reconnected
pedestrian streets through the building.
| Saïa Barbarese Topuzanov Architects archives.

FIG. 12. Ville-Marie motorway before the
rehabilitation of the Quartier international
de Montréal. | Daoust Lestage Architecture and Urban
Design archives. Photo Alain Laforest.

FIG. 8. Project of the Caisse de dépôt complex. As
a link between two major urban squares,
the building creates en elevated semi-public
interior space connected to suspended
gardens. | Daoust Lestage Architecture and Urban Design

FIG. 10. The progressive ideal of layered
segregation as epitomized in Ludwig Karl
Hilberseimer’s Highrise City. | Ludwig Karl
Hilberseimer, American, born in Germany, 1885-1967, Highrise

City (Hochhausstadt): Perspective View: North-South Street,
1924, ink and watercolour on paper, 97.3 x 140 cm. Gift
of George E. Danforth, 1983.992, The Art Institute of Chicago.

Nolli, 1748.

archives. Illustration by N.O.M.A.D.E.

as interpreters of urban context, seem to
be a step ahead. Indeed, I observed a serial
effect that is already taking place: these
images and ideas are being incorporated
into other creative recent projects.
Taking as a star ting point some of
the well-established characteristics of
Montrealness (such as the underground
city, twisting staircases, use of local
greystone, Victorian-style turrets and
cornices), my work shows their mutations into features of a new paradigm of
Montreal’s urban identity (fig. 3).
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FIG. 13. The typo-morphological horizontal
organic contingency epitomized in Nolli’s
Plan of Rome. | Plan of Rome, detail, Giambattista

In the projects that I analyzed, Montreal’s
very typical underground city is enhanced
by various alternative walkways. Some
lead from the underground up (fig. 4),
while other passages connect buildings
either at ground level or by suspended
gardens and bridges (fig. 5) spanning
former streets brought back to use
(fig. 6). This pedestrian-friendly threedimensional connectivity (fig. 7) is a new
form of Montreal’s interior public space
(figs. 8-9), a feature of Montrealness
genetically linked to Montreal’s existing
interior city while reflecting strategies

used in recent urban projects in cities
around the world. Richly connected both
vertically and horizontally, the projects
of the Quartier international draw upon
both modernist urbanism (figs. 10-12)
that created the underground city and
culturalist urbanism (figs. 13-14) within
the typo-morphological paradigm of
Montrealness, which emphasizes the
connec tion between the street and
the public and semi-public spaces in
buildings. As a serial effect occurs, this
hybridization may become characteristic
of Montreal, and, since it is related to
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FIG. 14. Montreal’s underground city. | Daoust Lestage
Architecture and Urban Design archives.

FIG. 17. The classical ideal of the tripartite
composition (crown, body, base) of the
historical buildings in the Old Montreal
was emulated in some recent projects.
Centre de commerce mondial de Montréal,
Provencher Roy architectes, 1991. | Promotional
leaflet, Société de promotion du Centre de commerce mondial

FIG. 19. Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec,
Daoust Lestage Architecture and Urban
Design, 1999-2003. | Daoust Lestage Architecture
and Urban Design archives.

de Montréal inc., Centre de commerce mondial de Montréal,
date unknown, before 1992.

FIG. 15. The habitable flat roof of the Fiat plant at
Turin that inspired Le Corbusier. | From Vers une
architecture, Paris, Vincent Fréal, 1958 [1923], p. 142.

FIG. 18. Unbuilt project for the Concordia University
Campus, Provencher Roy and Ass. Architectes,
2001. | ARQ Architecture-Québec, no. 117, November 2001, p. 19.

FIG. 16. Montreal’s habitable roof at Cours
Le Royer, 1981, Desnoyers Mercure Gagnon
and Sheppard architects. | Alena Prochazka.

the established imagery of Montreal’s
identity, it may update the very idea of
Montrealness.
Anther example of this contemporar y Montrealness occurs in some
recent “translations” of the imagery of
Victorian-style cornices and false attics
that echo the current architectural culture at the same time. This new imagery
draws on three sources that evolved in
twentieth-century architecture: the terraced building, the roof garden, and the
concept of the fifth façade (figs. 15-16).
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It also combines the classical idea of the
three-part composition of a building—
base, body, and crowning—that is typical
of the typo-morphological Montrealness
(fig. 17). A new trend in the Montreal
landscape, genetically linked to its identitary imagery, thus consists of expressing the flat roof in the form of a roof
terrace or garden with a set-back storey
and overhanging awning to create a sort
of super-cornice that tops a building. A
serial effect of this architectural device
can already be noticed (figs. 18-21).
The notion that everyone should have
access to the outside from their living
space is embedded in the spirit of the
Modern movement (figs. 22-23), which
was inspired in this respect by the nineteenth-century public-health hygiéniste
movement. One might speculate that

FIG. 20. Clos Saint-Bernard renovation by Dan S.
Hanganu, 1986. | Pierre Boyer-Mercier.

the idea of private access to the “great
outdoors,” once embodied in Montreal’s
balconies and twisting staircases that
access each individual dwelling at every
storey, is conveyed today by the image
of the balcony-terrace or loggia carved
out of the volume of buildings, whether
residential or workplace. The principle
of spatial continuity between inside and
outside, as we know, is favoured both by
modernists (in the form of ample openings and terraces) and culturalists (in the
form of connection between private and
public space). A serial effect of this feature is shown in figures 24 to 26.
Another feature of emerging
Montrealness involves a different register of architectural language. Beyond the
prototypical greystone so emblematic of
Montreal, I observed the appearance of a
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FIG. 23. Olympic Village Pyramids, architects Roger
D’Astous and Luc Chartrand, 1973-1976. | Alena
Prochazka.

FIG. 26. Habitations Saint-Hubert, Mercier BoyerMercier architectes, 1983. | Jean Mercier.
FIG. 21. Nouvel Europa, Boutros + Pratte
architectes, 2004. | Alena Prochazka.
FIG. 24. Quai de la Commune residential complex,
Phase 3, Groupe Cardinal Hardy architectes,
2000. | Guillaume St-Jean.

FIG. 22. Habitation à bon marché, Paris, architect
Henri Sauvage, 1909-1922. | Promotional leaflet
published by Direction de la jeunesse et des sports, France.

new feature of architectonic materiality. I
showed how the mutations to this identitary feature are genetically linked to the
translation of the Montreal greystone
idea and image used in Dan Hanganu’s
work (fig. 27).
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FIG. 25. Sanctuaire du Mont-Royal, Desmarais
Tornay architectes, 1980. | Alena Prochazka.

FIG. 27. Chaussegros-de-Léry Complex, Dan S. Hanganu
Architects, 1991. | Dan S. Hanganu Architects archives.

In the case of the all-glass Caisse de dépôt
building, the architects are more concerned with integration into the context
than were those who designed the first
generation of glass-curtain-walls built in
the 1980s. For this building, clad with a

double glass wall, the intention was to
convey the expressive quality of Montreal
greystone. This particular tectonic assemblage creates a sort of plasticity (fig. 28).
Indeed, the layered glass surfaces give
rise to a play of shadows that reveals
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thicknesses and hollows created by varying transparencies and reliefs in its articulation: the idea is to reproduce the image
of details typical of stonemasonry.
The serial effect of this new materiality,
which combines modernist referents with
those rooted in the typo-morphological
ideal that stems from the historical aspect
of the city, can be clearly noticed. This
kind of tectonic effect is being implemented in other recent projects throughout Montreal.
Following yet another idea developed
by Dan Hanganu as a way of enhancing a dialogue between his projects
and Montreal’s own architecture, is, as
I have thoroughly demonstrated, the
intention to reveal the hollow thickness
of walls. Again, the idea or image of the
inhabitable wall amalgamates the same
universes of reference seen in the other
features of a new Montrealness.
In the Palais des congrès project, a veil
of coloured glass falls in front of the
building’s opaque walls. Acting as sort
of a second skin, it allows for circulation between a mineral wall and a wall
of light. One might genetically connect
this idea of a veil of coloured light that
creates a breadth of inhabitable space to
a similar effect produced by the balconies
and twisting staircases in front of façades
that generate continuity between the
indoor private space and the outdoor
public space. And that’s not to mention
the very typical but ephemeral walls of
light that decorate Montreal’s residential
buildings at Christmas time! In any case,
the idea seems to have caught on.
Back to the register of materiality, the
glass wall of the Palais des Congrès shows
how coloured glass becomes a truly
architectural material. Not only did the
architects take inspiration from Marcelle
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FIG. 29. Institut de tourisme et d’hôtellerie
du Québec rehabilitation project, Lapointe
Magne Architects and Ædifica, detail
of the curtain wall. | Alena Prochazka.
FIG. 28. Caisse de dépôt complex, curtain wall,
Daoust Lestage architecture and urban
design, 2002. | Steve Montpetit.

FIG. 30. Study drawing for the coloured panels
for the expansion of the Palais des congrès,
Hal Ingberg architect (as independent
consultant for Saia Barbarese Architects),
2001. | Hal Ingberg, architect archives.

FIG. 31. New logo to promote Montreal’s
international visibility. According to Pierre
Léonard, president of Co, Création et Image
de marque inc., who produced the logo,
« il fallait plusieurs couleurs pour dire
que le Grand Montréal est joyeux,
animé ». | Quoted from Jean-François Codère, Le Journal
de Montréal, October 29, 2008.

Féron’s mosaic in the Champs-de-Mars
subway station adjoining the convention centre, but the vibrant hues are to
convey the joie de vivre seen as typical
of Montreal.

stained glass and coloured light have
long been par t of Montreal’s urban
landscape. As a result, lively colours
punctuate the public spaces of many
streets and squares.

I examined the kinship connec tions
involved with the u se of colour in
Montreal’s built landscape. From the
stained- glass transoms in the cit y ’s
traditional residential neighbourhoods
to the stained-glass windows in its many
churches, or the touches of bright colour
proper to some modernist interventions,

Moreover, in Montreal, colour and light
celebrate architecture. This strategy is
clearly distinct from that in other cities,
where urban street façades and commercial “strips” boast a multitude of
brightly lit advertising signs as part of
buildings. While these façades attest to
a consumer aesthetics, Montreal uses
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colour and light in an artistic aesthetics.
Some might see in this artistic investment
Montreal’s “latin factor.” A serial effect,
together with a critical reception, could
indicate an identitary dimension in the
use of coloured glass in Montreal’s recent
architecture.

designed in the spirit of historical continuity open to contemporary spirit. My
research may also be considered for its
contribution to architectural theory,
regarding the emulation and translation
of precedents as constituents of architectural culture.

Incidentally, one might ponder a comparison between a drawing from the
study for the façade of the convention
centre (fig. 30) and a picture of the logo
chosen as Greater Montreal’s new visual
signature (fig. 31). The logo, which was
recently made public, is meant to promote Montreal’s international visibility.
In fact, the convention centre designers
and clients suggested that its colourful
presence symbolizes Montreal’s “international revival.” Hence, bright colours
and light as a building material could
prove to be one of the characteristics of
an exuberant Montrealness, triggered by
the Palais des congrès project.

Notes

These are indeed some of the “genetic
mutations” to the idea of Montrealness
that take place in the design process of
projects while they depart in some ways
from established ideas about Montreal’s
distinct personality. In that sense, these
projects are truly identitary catalysts of
a new paradigm that characterizes the
work of architects and urban designers who exercise their innovative power
while caring about the continuity of an
imagery that defines territorial identity
proper to the built form of Montreal. The
notion of urban project may appear here
not as merely a single solution to a design
problem, but as a genetic blueprint for
building a city as a truly unique place.
My research will hopefully contribute to
a better understanding of the process
both of an urban heritage that is in the
making and of the identitary codification
that takes place thanks to new projects
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